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This book presents the proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Category Theory and Computer
Science, CTCS 95, held in Cambridge, UK in August 1995. The 15 revised full papers included in the

volume document the exploitation of links between logic and category theory leading to a solid basis for
much of the understanding of the semantics of computation. Notable amongst other advances is the

introduction of linear logic and other substructural logics, providing a new approach to proof theory. Further
aspects covered are semantics of lambda calculi and type theories, program specification and development,

and domain theory.

A note on distributive laws and power domains. This chapter contains the basic elements of category theory.
By interesting I mean a category that arises naturally in mathematics or computer science similar to how

intuitionistic type theory is the internal logic of topoes or linear logic is the internal logic of mathbfPShModX
which is ubiquitous in algebraic geometry. Rydeheard D.E.
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It has been widely applied by logicians to get concise interpretations of many logical concepts. 23 hours ago
By interesting I mean a category that arises naturally in mathematics or computer science similar to how

intuitionistic type theory is the internal logic of topoes or linear logic is the internal logic of mathbfPShModX
which is ubiquitous in algebraic geometry. Deductive systems based on first order logic sound and complete.
For example When programming in Haskell you will use types types constructor functions higher order
functions etc to design your program not category theory concepts. 1.1 The definition of a category. It has
been widely applied by logicians to get concise interpretations of many logical concepts. Early computer
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science was strongly influenced by the work of mathematicians such as Kurt Gödel Alan Turing John von
Neumann Rózsa Péter and Alonzo Church and there continues to be a useful interchange of ideas between the
two fields in areas such as mathematical logic category theory domain theory. It has been widely applied by
logicians to get concise interpretations of many logical concepts. Either the category theory is explicitly there
or should be there and is missing only at the expense of devious circumlocutions. The book by Benjamin
Pierce Basic category theory for computer scientists is perhaps the most readable of them. Category Theory
and Computer Science 7th International Conference CTCS 97 Santa Margherita Ligure Italy. Categories of
partial morphisms and the ?Pcalculus. Concepts like Category Functor Monad and others which were.

Workshop Applications of Category Theory to Computer Science.
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